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Local food in Finland 
 

 

-  Localization of food systems in Finland since 1990s  

-  Declinging number of farms and rural livelihood: new 
ways to enhance rural livelihood, e.g. small scale food -
enterprises, local branding, short food supply chains  

-  Public funding,  EU-funded projects 

-  Mostly as a tool to enhance rural livelihood and support 
farm income  

-  But also NGOs, such as environmental organizations and 
consumers / food-activists and agricultural union  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Background of study 

-  Many organizations have promoted 
localization of food system / encouraged 
favour local food (lähiruoka), but what does 
this mean?  

-  Even if the aim to localize the food system, this 
doesn´t always mean the same result  

-  There is no much research about the promoting 
of local food; especially environmental 
organizations, consumer activists or 
agricultural union  



Aim of study and research questions 

 

How and why the organizations aim to change the food system more 
local and more alternative? 

1) Why they are started to promote the localization of food system? 

2) What kind of strategies and tools are used? 

3)  Why and how localization process has been shaped? 

4)  What kind of changes they are promoted? 



Empirical data 
 

- Organizations which promote localization of food system and /or  
encourage consumers favour ”local food” (lähiruoka) 

- Total 16 organizations 

     → rural policy (public sector, educational and development   
organizations) 

      → Non-governmental organizations (e.g. Environmental 
organizations, consumer-activists) 

      → agricultural union 

-  Interviews (N=21) with the leaders / local food developers of 
organizations 

- Internet-pages, brochures, publications, handouts and strategies of 
organizations (check-out findings, the validity of results) 
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Neo-institutional theory 
 

-   Changes in macro-cultural institutions / crisis and shocks may give a chance 

(Sibeon 1999) or  ”building material” for change but they do not determine its 

final form. 

-     That depends on organizations  (institutional entrepreuners): how they use this 

building material and how they  promote localization in institutional context 

 -     Importance of history and “place” of organization  on the institutional field 

         →  organizations,  who are strong actors on the field and benefits from   

current institutions, are not usually willing to change these institutions at least 

radical changes -even if that kind of organizations typically have enough 

resources to work out changes   

           →   organizations, who do not benefit current institutions, are  “new” on the 

field, may want advance radical changes, but may not have enough resources 

 

 



Results 
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Conclusions  

 - Organizations role, resources and current position  on the organization 
field is determining the localization process 

- Agricultural union, which has supported conventional agriculture and food 
system, want nowadays promote also localization / small-scale food 
enterprises → but very carefully, not ”too much” 

- More conversation about local food, environmental and healthy question / 
political reforms  → more  locally, in sustainable way produced and 
consumed food 

- Also some NGOs / food circles have utilized Leader-funding → rural 
policy 

- Changing all the time → what kind of localization we want? 



Thank you for you 

attention! 


